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executive summary
Resilience means the ability to move through diﬃculties and maintain hope,
mental wellness and positive coping methods. Highly resilient people are even
often able to become stronger after diﬃcult situations, because they develop
conﬁdence in themselves and learn new coping skills.
Modern science and the Inuit Elders’ knowledge tells us that resilience is
based on several factors:
• Biological and inborn personality factors.
• Environmental inﬂuences.
• The way we think about events and ourselves.
People who are naturally resilient seem to have certain inborn personality
characteristics that inﬂuence how they view problems and how they solve
them. Important personality qualities that aﬀect resilience include:
• Optimism—the belief that problems can be solved and things will get better.
• Independence—being able to make decisions and act on your own, without always having to depend on someone else to tell you what to do.
• An inner sense of control and responsibility—believing that you yourself
can do something to change a bad situation.
• The ability to form positive relationships with others.
• The ability to learn new coping skills, new ways of thinking, etc.

“Some have a lot of strength and faith in themselves,
and others have no strength in themselves and look at
their problems as the end of the world.” (Elder from Repulse Bay)
The situations we live in also inﬂuence our ability to cope and grow stronger.
Important positive environmental factors include:
• Strong positive relationships that provide ongoing support, listening, belief
in our ability, kindness and caring—this caring support can be from family
or from someone else, such as a relative, friends, or a teacher.
• High expectations—this means that important people in our lives believe
we can learn well and behave well, and they help us to work hard at becoming competent.
• Opportunities to get involved in positive ways with others—helping other
people, participating in the community, etc.
• Opportunities to learn the skills and knowledge that develop self-esteem
and enable us to be a productive member of the community.

si4√osD5 Nwˆ6ymJ6
≈6rsmw8N3li x7m N[Zw5g4f5 xiAwt5t0Jyc3li. t5b©iq5 wkw5 x9˜5 ty5tX9oxJ8NZJ˙aK5 W[ZN6g6bcMs6t9lA, bt5g˙aZu4 x7m wo˙a9lt4 k∫i4 xiAwJ8NDy3i4.
s9luso6g6 hNgw8N3i4 cspn3i6 x7m wkw5 wkgcw5 cspm/q5 gnDtQym?K5
t5b©i6 mo4ym/Ex4nzk5 xbsys8q5gi4 h3Cstio8i4:
≠ ßmi3u5 x7m w˚i3u5 WJ5 w7u4f5 W0Jy4f5 h3Cstiø5.
≠ x?t¨5g5 h3Cstiø5.
≠ whmQ/cDy6S5 hJc6t9lA x7m w7ui4 s?5t8i4.
wkw5 w7u•8N6 t5b©0Jtc6g5 ˙3l w˚i3u5 WJu4 w7u4f5 W0Jy4f5 ckw5©0Jyc6©÷3mb
h3Cstic6gu4 ck6 whmQ/c˙aiq8k5 xvs8qosDti4 x7m ck6 ≈6r4yNhx˙aiq8i4
bm4fiz. W7mEsJ5 w7u4f5 W0Jy4f5 ckw5©0J¥5 x5g6yic6g5 t5b©i3u4 wMc6S5 mfiz:
≠ vJq3i6 — s2WE/c3i6 xvs8qosDt5 ≈6r5bsJ8NEx4nqb x7m hNgw8Nw5
Wsy¿9o3ixEx4nqb.
≠ N7ui6h3i6 — whmosD8N3i6 x7m WNhA8N3i6 w7ui4, g¿cw8NExc8q9li rNgw8N3u4
xyui4 h/Exc3ixo3mΩ3u scs0pp4nu4.

xiAxt5ti6 W/ExgJi4 x7m yKjxQx3i6 N[Zw5g4f5

t5b©i6 grc6S6 yKjxQxD8N3i3u4 W[ZN6g6bcClx6t9lA x7m iEsQ/cw8N3li, whm4f5

≠ wl4f5 xsM5gN3i6 x7m vmQ/cD8N3i6 — whmlt5 w7ui4 hJ8N6gQlt5 ckgw8N6
xyD6t5tNh9lt5 xvs8q5gu4.
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≠ N[Zw5g4f5 hctcD8N3i6 xyui4.

“wMq5 xuhxl4 n8q7mb x7m WNhA8N6gQ9lt4, x7m wMq5
n8qic6gQt8NQ5 x7m whmQ/c6X4ht4 xvs8qosDtu8i4
yM3Jx3j5 whmAbs÷o6gq5.” Gwkgc6 Ns÷i5H
xg6bK5 µ8N h3CsticEK5bs6 xiAwJ8Ni5t8k5 x7m n8zt2X9oxJ8Ni5t8k5. W7mEsJ5
N[Zw5g5 x?t¨5g5 h3Cstiø5 wMc6S5 mfiz:
≠ N[Zw5g4f5 hctc5txD8N3i6 wvJ6hw8N3i6bc6g5, ˆM8i6, s2WE/c3i6 WJ8Ni5t8i4,
g8zN3it8i4 x7m vm5tx3i5t8i4 — bm8N vm5tx3li wvJ6h3i6 wM8isJ8N6S6
s=?¬8•5 rNgw8N3u5, mfN8z5 wM÷5, Wct5, s=?¬8•5 wo8ix6t5tp.
≠ iEsQ/c5tx3i6 — ∫8N grc6S6 W7mEsJ5 wkw5 w˚y5t8i whmQ/c3iz8i4
woA8Ntx6gQ5t9lt4 x7m W5txD8N6gQ5t9lt4, x7m wvJc5b3lt4 s?5t8i4
WNhA8Ntxosut5tNh9lt4.
≠ wMscbsF4nw5 N[Zw5g4f5 xy5t8k5 — wvJ3i6 xy5t8i4 wk8i4, Wcbsi6 kNo8i,
xyq9l.
≠ wo=F4nw5 WJ8N6bs/Exo8i4 x7m cspm/i4 x4˙Qo6Ùo3N6g5 x7m x©tc3lb
wMQ/s0JtQoD8N6bK5 kNo8k5.

t5b©i6

≠ wo5gN3i6 k∫i4 xiAwJ8NDy3i4, k∫i4 whmQ/cDy3i4, xyq8i9l.
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“They are never to be discouraged about what they can
or cannot do. They will always feel better about their
life if they are encouraged. They will always try harder
then, to exceed their expectation.” (Elder from Repulse Bay)
A very important part of resilience is the ability to think in positive ways
even in very stressful situations. Elders say we should ‘look for the brighter
side.’ Resilient people are able to:
• Find some positives in their lives even when things are going badly.
• Change negative thoughts to more positive ones.
• See rejection or failure as a learning experience.
• Find some humour when things go wrong.
• Focus on ways of having a more positive future rather than thinking
of the bad things in the past.
• Understand that bad times will pass.

“If I have terrible thoughts or negative thoughts,
then I won’t have a long life at all.” (Lucassie Nutaraaluk)
We help children and youth develop resilience when we:
• Do and say things that show them we truly care about them—“Tell them
they are important… then really listen to them.” (Elder from Hopedale)
• Provide opportunities to learn important things, and encourage achievement even if it is diﬃcult—“If we see our children not doing well at school…
what we should do is look for any improvement. We should tell them,
‘Please keep on learning. If you persist, your grades will get better.’ If they
hear that, then they will start believing they are good and can do it.”
(Uqsaraalik Ottokie)
• Teach the importance of kindness, responsibility, understanding, and helping—“Please be nice. Help the Elders at every opportunity you get, so your
life will be very rewarding.” (Naqi Ekho)
• Demonstrate and teach good social skills and communication skills—“Tell
them to treat each other well; then they will not have too many problems
with others….If they see older people doing the right things about problems, they will see how it is done correctly.” (Elder from Hopedale)
• Teach decision-making and problem-solving—“When someone is very depressed, to reach them is to to be very open and kind….As you go along,

x4hxl4 W7mEsJ6 wMz t5b©is2 whmJ8N3isK6 N[Zw5g4f5 x9˜5
x4hD3NF0Jx6g6bcClx6t9lA. wkgcw5 sc˙aK5 wmwQxc3iC6hb ‘whmQNh9lA
WsJ6bc3iz.’ t5b©J5 wkw5 wmwA8N6S5:
≠ cspJ8N6S5 wMq8i4 N[Zw5g5 w˚y3u8i x9˜5 ˆ7mq5g6bcClx6t9lA.
≠ xyD6t5tJ8N6S5 N[Z6gi4 whmQ/i4 N[Zwi6nso6t9lQ5.
≠ whmQ/c3lt4 N3DQ/si3u4 s=?¬8•5 vJy5txq8i3u4 wo8ixDt4nsÔtQlQ5.
≠ cspJ8N6S5 wJ3N6gZM8i4 vJy5txq5gc6t9lA.
≠ ~8zlt4 N[Zw5gu4 yKi4ncDbsJ8N6gi4 whmQ/cgw8N8q 3lt4 Wsc5b6ym8q5gi4 rai3u8i.
≠ gryli xvs8qg6ys3is2 xiA3ix3izi4.

“WJuNw5g7mE8i4 whmcc5bDm s=?¬8•5 N[Z6gi4 whmcc5bDm, bwmo xfis8q5gu4 w˚yc3ix6Sz.” G¬vy kbÇl4H

xiAxt5ti6 W/ExgJi4 x7m yKjxQx3i6 N[Zw5g4f5

“nWo6n6bsMs6ym/Exc8q5g5 hJ8N3iC6bslt4 s=?¬8•5
hJ8N8q8iC6bslt4. xvs4ni6nsq8Nc5bix6g5 w˚y3u8i4
vJq6n6bs?4ft4. bwm WNhc5bix6S5 x4hD3i6nsq8N3lt4, xr5tNh9lt4 iEsQym/3ui4.” Gwkgc6 Ns÷i5H

v
wvJc5b6XK5 hD¥5 x7m w˚h4g5 t5b©o6tX9oxlQ5 wmwZwZ5b:

W7mEsiC3lQ5...x7m bwm ˆM5txÏ8zo3lQ5.” Gwkgc6 x3F6©3u5H
≠ wo8Nh=F4nc6t5tZwZ5b W7mEsJi4 hNgw8N3i4, x7m vJq6nwlb WJ8N6yi3u4
x9˜5 W[ZN6©Zlxu4 — “bf/CwZ5tA eg3zK5 WJ8N6tx6t8NQ5

wo8ix3F7u...bwmo cspNhΩ6g4nsKA5 ckoµ6 WJ8N6y¿9o3i3u4.
scstc5bb4nE?K5 wµ4, ‘x† wo8ix9Mgw8NE5. xJw8NDF5, wo8ixDti4 WJ8N3•5
Wsy¿9oix6g6.’ bwµ4 gnc5bDt4, bwmo whmo3ix6g5 WJ8N5tx6gQlt4 x7m
WJ8N6gQlt4.” Gs6hCo4 s5geH
≠ wo8ix6t5t/CwZ5b u4~k5 W7mEsizb g8zN3is2, vm5tx3is2, grysmis2,
x7m wvJ3is2 — “x† W5tx3lt5. wvJc5b3lQ5 wkgcw5 WF5ncogxCwAF5,

w˚¥5 x©tc3ix3m5.” GNe w6f6H
≠ bf4nst5t/CwZ5b x7m wo8ix6bst5tlb WsJu4 w˚ZhxD8N3i3u4 x7m gnsmctc5txD8Ni3u4 — “scstc5b3lQ5 W5txc5bstdlQ5; bwµ4 xu˙lx8q5gi4

xvs8qosDt4ncc5bix6g5 xyu8i4...cspc5bDt4 w8Nsi6ni4 wk8i4 WNh4gi4
WsJi4 u4~k5 xvs8qosDt5, cspc5bix6g5 ck6 W5txF4ns7mΩ5.” Gwkgc6
from x3F6©6H
≠ wo8ix6t5t/CwZ5b whm4n6ysi3u4 x7m xvs8qosDti4 ≈6r4yNh8i3u4 —

“bwm rNgw8N3u4 x4hxl4 whm÷6gc6X5, wvJ3F4nsK6 ryxi x4hxl4
xgw8Nm5tx3li x7m g8zN5tx3li...s?5tD8aX9oxt9lA, csp?9oxo3ix6g5

t5b©i6

≠ h9lb x7m sc6hb Nl8q0JtQJ8N6bq8i4 vmQ5txEx4n5tA — “scstZwZ5tA
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they will start to realize what decision they have to make and we can help
them. You have to support them and cannot come to a decision [yourself];
you help them and let them talk and as time goes on…they can come to a
decision with our support.” (Elder from Kangiqsualujjuaq)
Help them see their own strengths—“You have to praise any accomplishments….That is what is going to lead him through life, what he hears
about himself.” (Alasi Joamie)
Teach and demonstrate how negative thoughts can be changed to more
positive ones—“Take the time to show them how to live better, how to
think diﬀerently to have a better life.” (Elder from Tuktoyaktuk)
Help them learn that they can control and inﬂuence their future—“If you
keep complaining and thinking about the one who broke your heart or
what the person did to break it, you will always be heartbroken. But when
you decide that you will no longer think about it, it will become the past
and no longer bother your future.” (John Aglukark, a youth from Arviat)
Encourage them to feed their spirit—getting peace by going on the land, or
getting involved in church and God, or being helpful and kind to others, etc.

Each of us, even as adults, can develop resilience by:
• Building a support system by connecting to others who are positive and
caring role models.
• Paying attention to our thoughts and changing them to more positive
ones.
• Helping others and participating in positive events in the community.
• Identifying our own strengths and building on them.
• Learning new knowledge, new skills, new coping methods, new ways of
looking at situations, etc.
There are many problems in people’s lives and in communities. However,
there are also many people who have faced great diﬃculties and traumas,
but have survived. In fact, many have become even stronger as they faced
and overcome their challenges. These people are role models for us, whether
they are Elders, youth, middle-aged adults, or even children. Science is now
identifying the factors that create resilience, but Inuit traditionally have been
using similar strategies.

“Life is short and [we] have to try to make up
our minds to find things to do and be happy.”
(Elder from Tuktoyaktuk)

ck6 whm∫Exc3mΩu4 x7m wvJD8N6bK5. wvJ6hExc6Xt5 x7m whmosD8N8q5
ªw7u•8N6º; wvJ3lQ5 x7m scsyc6tQx3lQ5 x7m s?5tD8a6X5...whm∫oD8N6S5
wvJ6h3ltA.” Gwkgc6 vq6hxl0Jx3u5H
bm4fx w˚yuA5 yKosDtQix3mQ5, gn6X5bi u4~k5 w7uk5.” G≈My ÔuH
≠ wo8ix6t5tlb x7m bf4nst5tlb ck6 N[Z6g6 whmw5 xyD6tb4ns7mΩb
N[Zw5©i6nso6t9lQ5 — “bftZhxc5b3lQ5 ck6 w˚5txi6nsJ8N3mΩb, ck6
whmJ8N3mΩb x0pŒ8qbq8i4 w˚yc5txi6nsd9lQ5.” Gwkgc6 g4©÷6g3u5H
≠ wvJ3lQ5 wo5tZh9lQ5 xsM5tJ8NEx4nqb x7m h3CstJ8NEx4nqb yKi4nu8k5 —

“s8i3lgw8Nw8NDF5 x7m whmc5b3lt5 u4~k5 bw4hm wl4f5 ≈8iDtQMs6bf5
s=?¬8•5 h8i3m 5 bw8n wk4 ≈8iDtQ/Fi3i4, wl4f5 ≈8i6ymw8N3ix6St5. ryxi
whm∫DF5 whmQN8ixD8•3lA, xiA3ix6S6 x7m x=FxDbsJ8•3li yKi4n8k5.”
G÷8 x[l4v6, w˚h4g5 x3Fxi5H
≠ vJq6n3lQ5 W¿9ot5tNhxdlQ5 b3i3u8i4 — nwo0JtQoCh9lA xs9Mc5b3lt4
kNj5, s=?¬8•5 wMso3lt4 g4yx3F7j5 x7m Åtj5, s=?¬8•5 wvJc5bi4f5 x7m
g8zN3i4f5 xyu8k5, xyq8i9l.
xgi5 bm5b, x9˜5 w8NsZlx6gA5, t5b©oD8N6SA5 wmw9lb:
≠ wvJ6h6bs0Jtos3lb Wctc3i4f5 xy5t8i4 N[Zw3i3j5 x7m vm5tx3i3j5

xiAxt5ti6 W/ExgJi4 x7m yKjxQx3i6 N[Zw5g4f5

≠ bftZhxc5b3lQ5 w7u4f5 WJ8N3iq8i4 — “dFxQ/Exc6Xt5 WJ8N6y/oµq5...

w0JxZ4nsJi4.
≠ cspmNh5tx3lb whm5t8i4 x7m xyD6tZhc5b3lQ5 N[Zwi6nso6tZh9lQ5.
≠ wvJ3lb xy5t8i4 x7m Wcbslb N[Zw5gk5 h/4nstbsJk5 kNo8i.
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≠ wo9lb k∫i4 cspmi3u4, k∫i4 WNhA8Nsti4, k∫i4 xiAw0Jy3i4, k∫i4
whmQ/cDy3i4 hNgw8N3i4, xyq8i9l.
xuhi4 xvs8qosDtbc6S6 wkw5 w˚yq8i x7m kNo8i. s8•5, xu˙ZlxE9lt5bs6 wkw5 ~8z5t/Exc6ymJ5 x4hxl4 W[ZN6gi4 x7m dx6~N6gi4,
ryxi x8NsmJ8N6ym9lt4. w˜4, xuh5 x9˜5 n8zt2Ùo6ymK5 ~8z5t9lt4 x7m
xiAwNh4ht4 W/ExgQ/3u8i4. bw4fx wkw5 w0JxZ4nE?K5, ckw5ggw8NsZlx6t9lQ5 wkgcw5, w˚h4g5, w8N7m‰5, s=?¬8•5 x9˜5 hD¥5. hNgw8N3i4
cspn3i6 µ8N NlNw6y0Jbs?9oxo6S6 h3Cstic6gi4 WbcoDbs˙i4
t5b©i3u4, ryxi wkw5 bwm8zgci5 xgc5b6ymK5 x0pvnq8i4 W0Jy3i4.

“w˚y6 eM7us7m5 x7m ªs?A5º whm∫ExcC5b W/4n6ysCh9lb x7m dFxh9lb.” Gwkgc6 g4©÷6g3u5H

t5b©i6

≠ NlNw/3ltA WJ8N3i6S5 x7m W?9ox0JtQNhx3lQ5.
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introduction
“We cannot be surprised when hard times come to
us. We have to know how to face problems and get
through them. We can’t lose our way when we have
worries; we have to keep ourselves calm and steady.
We can’t let ourselves get scared or down. We need
our energy to solve the problems, not to get too down
about them.” (Elder from Tuktoyaktuk)
What this Elder is talking about is resilience. Resilience is the ability to keep,
regain and build hope, emotional wellness, and positive ways of coping
through times of diﬃculties in life.
Why are some people able to cope and carry on under high stress and many
diﬃculties, even when terrible tragedies and events happen in their lives, while
others become overwhelmed, helpless and hopeless, even in situations that
may seem quite manageable to other people?

INTRODUCTION
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Resilience involves several elements:
• Attitude: the way we view life, problems, our own abilities and strengths, etc.
• Coping strategies: how we handle problems, stressful situations and negative
emotions.
• Adaptability: the ability to change our behaviour, thinking, expectations,
etc. when it is necessary.
People who are resilient are able to believe that although bad things and distressing feelings can happen, they can be overcome. They also have belief in
their own ability to handle diﬃcult situations. They have developed a variety
of positive ways of dealing with problems. They are able and willing to learn
or try new actions and new ways of thinking. Resilient people are often even
stronger after diﬃcult times, because they have learned new or better ways
to cope and have developed even more faith in themselves.
Inuit Elders stress that traditionally, children were taught from an early age
that life will often be diﬃcult but that diﬃculties will pass or can be overcome.

“People were encouraged to continue life despite problems
they have. It will never be the same problem; they
will be different ones. You will encounter problems
in life and have to deal with them from time to time.”
(Elder from Repulse Bay)
Children were prepared for diﬃculties by exposing them to appropriate
experiences, with the expectation that they would learn to cope.

“Before I was married my father would worry about
my future….He would get me up in the middle of the
night to do things for him….My father was watching
to see how I would react to what he asked me to do….
He would wake me up while I slept and I had no
choice but to get up….Even though they were capable
of doing these things for themselves, they were helping us to prepare for our future.” (Tipuula Atagutsiaq)
1

Elders also talk of the importance of changing thoughts and attitudes as a
way of returning to mental peace and emotional balance.

1. Therrien and Laugrand, 2001,p. 56.

3

t5b©i6

(Elder from Kangiqsualujjuaq)

xiAxt5ti6 W/ExgJi4 x7m yKjxQx3i6 N[Zw5g4f5

“You are going to live through hard times, difficulties….
[We] were told never to give up…”
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“You could pull yourself [out of bad feelings or negative behaviour] by saying ‘I shouldn’t be like this.’
That is supporting yourself. It cannot always go on
in a bad way, and I say that to myself. ‘I should not
go on in this way.” (Elder from Kangiqsualujjuaq)
A person’s ability to carry on positively in spite of diﬃcult times, tragedies
or traumas is inﬂuenced by:
• personality characteristics.
• thinking patterns.
• skills.
• family situation and attitudes.
• role models.
• community support systems.
• positive opportunities.
• expectations.
• learning.
Much has been written about the causes and risk factors of hopelessness,
helplessness, depression, suicide, low self-esteem, violence, alcohol problems,
and other issues. However, it is necessary to understand what protects people from being overwhelmed and beaten down by diﬃcult situations. What
makes it possible for them to cope and carry on in positive ways? The focus
of this discussion paper will therefore be on those factors that make it
more likely that a person will be able to cope successfully with the many
stresses and diﬃculties that we encounter in life, even very damaging and
traumatic experiences. It will also discuss how we can help ourselves and
others develop the ability to cope and grow stronger.

5
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what the evidence shows
Most people who are resilient seem to have certain similar personal qualities
and strengths, similar thought patterns and similar life experiences that have
helped them develop a sense of hopefulness, conﬁdence and competence.
Research has shown that genetics—inborn characteristics—is one factor in
resilience. Some people are born with personality qualities that make them
more capable of dealing with diﬃculties.
Resilient individuals also have strengths, attitudes and skills that enable them
to manage better in their lives and cope better with adversity. All societies
generally agree on certain basic factors that are necessary for health and
strength:
• Forming good relationships.
• Not harming others or oneself.
• Contributing in positive ways to family, work, community and friends.
• Doing those things that enable mental and physical health for oneself and
others (Petersen and Seligman, 2004; Topping, Holmes and Bremner, 2006).
The details and speciﬁc behaviours may be diﬀerent in diﬀerent cultures and
groups, but for all humans, these factors seem to be essential for holistic personal and social wellness.

W H AT T H E E V I D E N C E S H O W S
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Body chemistry and brain function also play a role. Certain hormones and
brain chemicals aﬀect our feelings and thoughts. For example, some make
us feel hopeful; others contribute to feelings of sadness and depression.
Emotions then aﬀect behaviour. For example, if we are feeling happy and
conﬁdent we will behave diﬀerently than we do when we are feeling depressed or frightened. Genetics, substance use, physical health, nutrition,
prenatal events, and environmental events can all have an inﬂuence on these
biological factors. Brain function and brain chemistry may also inﬂuence
personality development.
Environmental inﬂuences are an extremely important factor in resilience. Our
life experiences, family attitudes and models, support systems, and connections
to others all contribute to the way we cope with problems. We develop
emotional strength and problem-solving skills when we observe that problems can be solved, when others make us feel loved and capable, and when
we have chances to learn new things and to accomplish goals.

personal characteristics
Research shows that certain personality characteristics have an important
inﬂuence in whether or not a person is able to cope with problems positively.
Personality means the kind of person we are. Personality becomes obvious
from the way we usually think, feel and act in life. (I emphasize the word
‘usually’ because we do not behave exactly the same way all the time.) For
example, a person may usually be nervous in new situations or with new
people. Another person may usually be sociable, joking and willing to try
new things. We all vary in diﬀerent circumstances (for example, the quiet
nervous person may be very relaxed and funny when s/he is with friends),
but each person seems to have a set of general basic mental and behavioural
characteristics (scientists call these traits) that can describe what s/he is like.
You might describe your best friend, for example, as friendly and outgoing,
dependable, having a good sense of humour, conﬁdent, and kind. Those are
your friend’s general personality traits.
Science shows that we seem to be born with some basic personality characteristics that tend to be quite steady throughout our lives.2 Parents often talk
about observing diﬀerences in their children’s personalities from the time
they are babies. For example, the active curious baby who is never afraid of
anyone or anything is more likely to grow up to be an outgoing adult who
doesn’t mind being the centre of attention and is ﬁrst in line to try some
challenging activity. A quiet baby who doesn’t like changes in routine and
withdraws from new people at ﬁrst is more likely to become an adult who
prefers to stand back and think about situations before getting involved.3

2. Although research is ongoing and there is still much to learn about personality development,
more and more research also shows that the range of personality qualities is similar among all
people, regardless of culture (Comeau, Mushquash and Stevens, 2005; McCrae and Costa, 1997;
Peterson and Seligman, 2004; Terraciano, Abdel-Khalek and others, 2005; and others).
3. It is important to remember that personality development is also aﬀected by environmental
experiences. For example, if parents gently encourage naturally shy children to take part in new
situations, the child can learn to be less anxious.
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The next section explains more about the things that inﬂuence resilience.
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Another very important factor is our thoughts and beliefs. The way we interpret or think about a situation or event has a very big inﬂuence on our emotions, behaviour and ability to cope. For example, if a relationship breaks up,
one person may believe s/he is unlikable and will never ﬁnd love, and may
feel depressed and worthless. Another person may think, ‘This didn’t work
but I know I’ll ﬁnd someone better eventually.’ S/he may feel sad but will
move on with self-esteem and hope.

RESILIENCEOVERCOMING CHALLENGES AND MOVING ON POSITIVELY
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Certain personality qualities seem to protect a person from being overwhelmed when painful or diﬃcult events happen. These protective qualities
make it more likely that the person will be able to cope.
One very important protective quality is optimism. Optimism means hope
and conﬁdence—the belief that positive things will happen, that problems
can be overcome and that whatever is wrong will eventually get better. Optimistic people are able to look at problems as being temporary, and they have
the attitude that they can do something to change the bad situation. They
do not see themselves as helpless, worthless or incapable. Instead, they can
think of the situation as a challenge, and they believe that they have, or can
learn, the skills to make things better. As an Elder from Repulse Bay said, “Some
people have a lot of strength and faith in themselves, and others have no
strength in themselves and look at their problems as the end of the world.”
Research shows that optimistic people do better in all areas of life. They are
more successful at the things they try because they do not give up easily.
They are not depressed as often, and have more eﬀective ways of dealing
with stress. They are more willing to try new things and develop new ways
of thinking and doing things.
Optimism can even contribute to a longer life and better health. Long-term
studies from diﬀerent parts of the world about old people show that they
usually have an optimistic attitude, even when they have experienced traumatic events in their lives. An optimistic attitude seems to protect against
the high levels of stress which have a negative eﬀect on many areas of physical and mental health (Suzuki, M. and others, 2006; Boston University, 2006;
and others).
Some people seem to have a natural, inborn tendency to view life and problems optimistically and to try making things better. That natural hope and
conﬁdence is then made even stronger by their positive experiences.
However, optimism is also learned. One way we learn is through observation
and experience. When people see that problems can be solved, and that they
themselves can ﬁnd ways to deal with diﬃculties, our conﬁdence increases
and stress and depression decrease. Another way of becoming more optimistic is by learning to change the way you think about yourself, events and
other people.

Independent and ﬂexible people seem to be more resilient. People who are
able to make decisions on their own and to change their behaviour when it is
necessary, cope better. Parents often see such qualities in their children early
in life—some children ask questions, challenge rules and do things on their
own, while others do what they’re told, ask permission, don’t take risks, etc.
Those who have an independent nature may be able to take better control
of their lives and emotions.

“We were taught how to think when we were growing up. We weren’t taught other people’s ideas; we
learned how to make decisions of our own. If we felt
something was right, we accepted it, and if we felt it
was wrong, we didn’t. We had to learn to think for
ourselves.” (Tipuula Atagutsiak)
4

4. Therrien and Laugrand, 2001.
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Another quality related to resilience is a sense of humour. When things go
wrong, some people are able to ﬁnd a way to laugh at themselves and the
situation, even while they try to deal with the diﬃculty. For example, someone who is very sick may still be able to make jokes about how the illness is
a good way to lose the extra weight they’ve been trying to lose for years.
Laughter changes brain chemistry, reducing stress levels, anger and depression. People who can laugh can therefore cope better.
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“Try to remember the good things about people; they
are not all bad. There are many things about them
that we can see and we can like. We should not be
against them for small things but try to get closer
to them.” (Elder from Hopedale)

RESILIENCEOVERCOMING CHALLENGES AND MOVING ON POSITIVELY
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Elisapee Ootoova (Oosten and Laugrand, 1999) in discussing her own life
and personality, talks about these kinds of innate personality characteristics:

“Even though this seems painful, when I was a child,
my feelings were not easily hurt….I do not know why
these things did not make me give up. I was often dealt
with in a negative way, would be told that I was not
good at making anything. Yet I would start to think
that I’d like to do better. We are all taking different
journeys, and I am the type of person who doesn’t just
lie back….I do not know why I walked that path….
My older sister who was next to me wasn’t like
that… we were treated equally.
…[When I was helping with the dogs] I would tag
them fast. My oldest brother would hit me. It’s painful
when you are hit like this and punched like this, but I
would abstain from crying so I could tease later again.
That was probably why I was told I didn’t take things
seriously, as I tended to tease everybody. And when I
learned songs from our camp visitors, I would sing
them a lot. I guess that’s why people didn’t like me
either. I was the type of person who didn’t heed what
I was told. [For example] We were often reminded

Having social skills and getting along with others are important qualities of
resilient people. This does not mean that a person needs to be really outgoing
and always with people. Being sociable and socially skilled means that they:
• Know how to communicate well with other people, including how to deal
constructively with anger.
• Do not isolate themselves, but are able to make connections with others.
• Interact in ways that make others care about them.
• Understand and follow the basic social rules and expectations of the
community.
• Are sensitive to other people’s feelings and situations.
Whether a person is sociable or more withdrawn also seems to be an inborn
quality that is evident early in life. Some babies coo and smile at everyone;
others turn away, frown, and cry with strange people. However, the skills of
getting along with others can be learned by anyone.
People who build connections and positive social skills—even though they
may have a shy quiet nature and enjoy spending time alone—have a greater
chance of being able to cope with life’s hardships. They may have developed
a better understanding of others. They may be more willing to ask for help. They
may pay more attention to how others handle problems. That connectedness
provides support and a sense of being cared about, and can help provide coping skills and a diﬀerent perspective on diﬃcult situations. As Elders said,
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Related to optimism and independence is the sense of having control and
responsibility in one’s own life. Resilient people have the feeling that they themselves can actually make things happen. All of us face situations that we cannot do anything about. But resilient people are able to take responsibility for
their own lives and behaviour when necessary. Like everyone, they experience
obstacles, failures and bad luck. But they still feel that they are generally competent, capable, likeable, etc., and can shape their own lives. They work actively
at learning positive ways to make their lives good. That inner sense of control
seems to be partly inborn and partly the result of life experiences. Highly resilient people often seem able to keep, or regain, the sense of ‘I am in control
of my own life’ even after very traumatic or long-term damaging experiences.
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that we weren’t supposed to listen to conversations,
but I was an expert listener….I was scolded then
because I tried to find out a lot of information.”

RESILIENCEOVERCOMING CHALLENGES AND MOVING ON POSITIVELY
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“Talk to each other when you are in crisis, which
is like bad weather. When you talk to another about
things, it starts to feel like good weather.”
(Elder from Kangiqsualujjuaq)

“[She] asked him not to think about it all the time and
try to get out in public and try to enjoy life as much
as he can….[He] now knows if there were games or
feasts or dances, he never remembers what he was
stressed about, when he’s in public. So elders used
to ask us to try and have as much fun as possible.”
(Elder from Repulse Bay)
Intelligence is an important factor. Intelligence means our potential to learn,
think and adapt our behaviour to diﬀerent circumstances. To a large extent,
we are born with a potential for learning and thinking—some have the potential to be geniuses, others will be average, others will be slower to learn
because of factors such as genetic diﬀerences, chromosome abnormalities or
prenatal brain damage. Potential intelligence can also be aﬀected by environmental conditions, especially in early childhood. For example, very poor early
childhood nutrition aﬀects early brain development and the ability to learn
and think. On the other hand, good nutrition, loving physical contact and a
variety of interesting and challenging experiences for babies and young children
helps the brain develop and makes it more possible for the individual to reach
his/her full intelligence potential. Higher levels of intelligence enable a person to
acquire more knowledge, use that knowledge more eﬀectively and think about
and analyze experiences. These are important protective factors in resilience.

Some people, even when they experience very stressful situations in which
they have no control, are able to remain mentally, physically and behaviourally
healthy. Or if they do get depressed or suﬀer other stress-caused problems,
they are able to return to health. Others become seriously depressed, develop
stress-related physical problems or begin to use unhealthy methods of trying
to cope (for example, violence, alcohol or drugs) even in situations where they
have some control. Some of these diﬀerences are caused because people
may have an inborn tendency to a certain chemical makeup. Other times,
environmental factors inﬂuence body chemistry. Although much more research is necessary before we fully understand the processes, it seems that
biological factors are deﬁnitely involved in the ability to cope (World Health
Organization, 2004).
Modern medicine is developing new drugs that can help to balance the
chemicals that create emotions. However, medicine is not the only way to
change brain chemistry. There is much important evidence that behaviour
and thoughts can change body chemistry and improve mental and physical
health. Through practicing positive actions and thoughts, we can use “nature’s
own antidote to illness” (Dugan, 2000, p. 66). Elders understood this, although
the science was not yet known. As an Elder from Kangiqsualujjuaq explains,

“As an example, I lost my first baby and I was grieving
day and night….I asked myself, ‘What am I doing?’
I started telling myself I am not supposed to be grieving that much. It was too heavy on me. I started to
grieve less, as I had been getting sick from grieving.”
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Modern science is helping us learn more and more about how biological
processes such as brain structure and brain chemicals aﬀect and inﬂuence
how we think, feel and act. Certain parts of the brain and body produce and
react to chemicals. Some chemicals act as natural tranquilizers or relaxers;
others are involved when we feel happy and conﬁdent; still others create feelings of anxiety or fear. Under stressful conditions, especially, chemicals that
create or contribute to anxiety and fear are produced by the brain and body.
(These stress chemicals also aﬀect physical health).
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the brain and resilience
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By changing her thoughts, she improved her ability to cope and improved her
mental and physical health. When we change to more positive ways of thinking,
or when we cope well with a diﬃculty, our body produces less of the anxiety
chemicals and more of the chemicals that make us feel good. We feel better,
more hopeful, more conﬁdent, and that enables us to cope even better. This
is important because evidence also shows that as people learn better coping
skills and more positive ways of thinking about a diﬃculty, they become more
resilient, more able to handle hardship and stress physically and mentally.

environmental influences
Although genetics and biology have a deﬁnite eﬀect on resilience, that is only
part of the picture. Life experiences and environmental inﬂuences, including
some prenatal experiences, have crucial eﬀects on our ability to cope. Environmental inﬂuences include such things as:
• Family situation.
• Relationships and support systems.
• Nutrition and health care.
• Social, cultural and community factors.
• Opportunities for involvement and accomplishment.

14
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Some environmental experiences put us at greater risk of poor coping. Others protect against feelings of helplessness and hopelessness and build our inner strengths.
An important thing to remember about risk factors is that even if a person has
had negative environmental experiences, it does not mean that s/he will deﬁnitely be overwhelmed by problems later on in life. For example, research shows
that most people who have experienced childhood abuse or family alcoholism
do not themselves become abusers or problem drinkers (Stout and Kipling,
2003). Humans can make choices about their lives, and many people are able
to make good lives for themselves and cope with life’s diﬃculties despite very
diﬃcult past experiences.

“When children grow up in an abusive environment,
some children tell themselves they don’t want to be
like that and they follow through on this when they
are adults.” (Uqsuraalik Ottokie)
5

5. Briggs, 2000.

The personal inner qualities that we discussed earlier give people strength.
But there are also many environmental protective factors that help people
overcome the eﬀects of negative experiences.
family inﬂuences
Parents are role models who inﬂuence our behaviour and thought patterns.
Research repeatedly shows that when the family adults are optimistic, caring
and able to cope with diﬃculties, children learn that problems can be overcome and that people can have control of their lives. Children learn emotional strength and problem-solving skills and attitudes (Abramson et al.,
2000; Werner and Smith, 2001; Seligman, 1995; and others).
Pessimism in a parent can increase the risk of children being less resilient. Pessimism is the opposite of optimism. Pessimistic people are those who tend
to look at situations negatively. They may believe that life is always hard and
there is nothing that can be done. They may have a tendency to focus on the
negatives in events or other people. Pessimistic people are also at greater risk
of depression, for they may not see themselves as being able to shape their own
lives. Children who grow up in a depressed, pessimistic family atmosphere are
more likely to learn that way of thinking themselves.
The following parent factors have been shown to be especially important in
developing resilience in children (Brooks and Goldstein, 2003; Mangham et al.,
1995; Stout and Kipling, 2003):
• Loving supportive relationships among family members.
• Positive communication between the parents themselves and between
parents and children.
• Positive parenting skills: rules and structure, standards of behaviour, fair
and consistent discipline, caring and attention, etc.
• Positive expectations: letting the child know that they believe s/he can
do well and will have a positive future.

6. Oosten, Laugrand and Rasing, 1999.
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“When a young child thinks to himself, ‘This is the way
I’m going to be when I grow up,’ this will happen….
I used to think I’m not going to be like my father….
This has become true….I had that thought when I was
a child and that has become true.” (Emile Imaruittuq)

RESILIENCEOVERCOMING CHALLENGES AND MOVING ON POSITIVELY

• No mental illness in parents.
• Detachment from their own parents’ problems: the ability to separate
themselves from whatever problems there were in their own childhood
families (alcoholism, abuse, etc.).

“If we love our children and believe in them and show
them we are positive, then they start believing that
they can, that they can do anything… and that is how
we are supposed to raise our own children to have
a good solid mind….[And to make a child’s mind
strong] the best way to do this is through balanced
discipline….You need to be consistent with them. If
you consistently show love and discipline, the child
will grow nicely.”(Uqsuralik Ottokie)
7
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In a positive home atmosphere, parents also speciﬁcally teach their children
how to cope in constructive ways with challenges and diﬃculties. Children
are taught how to make good friendships, ways of dealing with arguments
and conﬂicts, what to do in frightening situations, how to handle chores and
tasks that are frustrating, how to handle emotions, etc. They are given guidelines and support as they work to meet the challenges.

“We were given tasks that were difficult so that we
would be experienced by the time we were married,
so that in times of hunger we could survive….Boys
had an even harder time, for they had to be able to
provide for their wives and children after they grew

7. Briggs, 2000.

caring relationships
An essential factor in resilience is the presence of a strong caring relationship.
People who experience a loving, kind, caring relationship have a better chance
of developing the inner strength and hope that makes it possible to cope
with problems.

“A lot of these people think nobody loves them at all,
especially if they lose their parents or close relative:
they start thinking no one cares but, in reality, people
do care and love them, but they don’t know it and it is
ruining their life. They have to realize other people
do love them and care for them. We have to make the
person aware of this.” (Elder from Repulse Bay)
Usually, we think that this loving relationship should be with parents and family.
But that is not always possible, and it is not always necessary. Sometimes parents have so many diﬃculties, mental health problems or poor skills that they
are not able to provide a strong supportive environment to their children. However, it is possible to get that caring from others outside the family. Relatives,
friends’ families, foster parents and other community members can provide
the emotional support that is needed. Research shows that an understanding,
caring, supportive teacher is often the most important positive inﬂuence for
many people who are in emotionally challenging family situations. Often just
one strong, stable, caring relationship is all it takes to enable a child or youth
to become a resilient adult.

8. Therrien and Laugrand, 2001.
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up. It seems as if they had to go out all the time….
As soon as a boy woke up, he was asked to dress and
go outside to check the weather, so that he would
be trained to go outside no matter what the weather
was like.” (Elisapee Ootoova)

RESILIENCEOVERCOMING CHALLENGES AND MOVING ON POSITIVELY
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A supportive relationship is one where the supporter:
• Believes in the person’s potential and ability to do well: “I know you can…”
• Shows that they care for the person even if s/he does something wrong
or fails at something or acts badly sometimes.
• Is willing to listen.
• Doesn’t judge or ‘label’ the child (or his family).9
• Always provides encouragement.
• Provides constructive criticism and ideas when necessary, helping the
person learn how they might do things diﬀerently next time.
• Is a role model who demonstrates healthy coping.
high expectations
Research shows that high expectations lead to the sense of competence,
belief in self and development of skills that are an essential part of resilience.
Having high expectations about another person means that you believe they
can cope well, do things right, be responsible, respect others, learn well, etc.
However, you must provide help, support and guidance, and build realistically on each person’s strengths.10 And you must encourage and praise them
at every step along the way.
There are very obvious negative statements like “You’re not smart enough,”
or “Let me do it…You’ll just do it wrong” that show low expectations and
which will make a person feel incompetent, stupid, powerless, etc. But sometimes we may think it is helpful and kind to make excuses for others, or we
don’t ask them to do too much, because we’re trying to be understanding.
A teacher, for example, may believe that it is unfair to expect a child who
comes from a troubled and deprived home to achieve and accomplish as
much as other children. However, research shows that high expectations are
necessary to in order to learn and think to the best of one’s potential; and
accomplishing challenging goals builds conﬁdence and self-esteem (Benard,
1991; Milstein and Henry, 2000).

9. Judgments and labels can be damaging even if they’re intended to be helpful. For example, statements like “Your dad’s an alcoholic” or “You’re a victim of trauma” may be intended to explain
or help someone feel better about the situation, but they may in fact create feelings of judgment,
shame, helplessness, etc.
10. Expectations must be realistic: a young child cannot be expected to accomplish the same things
as a teenager; a child with FASD may not be able to learn as much or think as well as other children
the same age. But each one must be encouraged to do their best, accomplish more bit by bit.

Our parents and grandparents wanted us to have good
qualities and abilities… such as being capable….They
wanted the child to be good at something.” (Marie Tulimaaq)
11

There were high standards for skills, and as children, they were expected to
practice until they learned to do things well.

“[In building an igloo] You have to follow certain
standards or codes, maligait, in order to build it
properly.” (Mariano Aupilaarjuk)
12

“And when you thought you had done the perfect job
and showed it off, you were told that you had made the
seam too high.” (Elisapee Ootoova)
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Elders, too, say that competence was important.
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“I would only cry when what I was sewing wasn’t
done right.” (Saullu Nakasuk)
14

When our expectations for others are low, the other person does not build
competence or esteem. When expectations are high, the person may have to
work hard and may have to fail at times, but they will learn necessary skills
and develop strengths. Such skills include how to cope when things go wrong.
And they will feel pride at accomplishing a challenging task.

11. Oosten, Laugrand and Rasing, 1999.
12. Oosten, Laugrand and Rasing, 1999.
13. Oosten and Laugrand, 1999.
14. Oosten and Laugrand, 1999.
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“They are never to be discouraged about what they
can or cannot do, they always will feel better about
their life if they are encouraged. They will always
try harder then, to exceed their expectation.”
(Elder from Repulse Bay)
It is important to remember that expectations must also be clear. We (children
or adults) need to know exactly what is expected and what we need to do
to reach that goal.
Involvement and helping
Another important environmental protective factor is the opportunity to
participate and contribute to others and the community. When people feel
that they have a positive role in the life of their community and the lives of
others, it builds connection, self-esteem and a sense of competence. Piliavin
(2005) and other modern research has conﬁrmed that we learn new skills,
build stronger relationships and feel good by doing good. Science has also
shown that getting positively involved with others creates positive brain
chemistry: our brains produce more of the chemicals that make us feel good.
Elders, too, knew the positive eﬀects of helping others and being involved:

“I said I was never going to smile again, when I lost
someone. A woman came to be with me. My husband
said to make her a pair of slippers, even though I didn’t
want to. I did it anyway and that was a turning point.
I bet that is something he knew from a long time ago.”
(Elder from Tuktoyaktuk)

15

The role of community
Communities present opportunities that help individuals to develop resilience.
School systems, churches, Elders’ centres, recreational and sports programs,
parenting programs, youth groups, and the like can provide support, opportunities for involvement, positive problem-solving strategies, positive challenges, guidance and, other elements that build resilience.
Mangham and his co-researchers (1995b) also point out that a community
as a whole can be a role-model of resilience. A community can be said to be
resilient when:
• Its members support each other.
• Members are optimistic about their ability to solve community problems.
• Members work together to solve crises and diﬃculties.
• Members have control over decisions and choices that aﬀect everyone’s
well-being.
• Members participate in community activities and volunteer for various tasks.
Spiritual factors
Research has shown that spirituality and religious beliefs can be an important
factor in resilience. People who are actively involved in religion are more optimistic and able to cope with diﬃculties (Seligman, 1995; Wolin and Wolin, 1993;
Stout and Kipling, 2003). Faith helps many people get through a crisis. Religious
beliefs provide explanation and purpose in life, and encourage positive attitudes.

“So, in that stage [feeling bad], I always pray and
feel better.” (Elder from Tuktoyaktuk)

15. Briggs, 2000.
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“Please be nice. Help the elders at every opportunity
you get, so your life will be very rewarding.” (Naqi Ekho)
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“Treat each other well, then they will not have too
many problems with others.” (Elder from Hopedale)
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“Prayer, faith and religion can be used to make more
strength to get through any major problems in their
life. Faith is one of the best ones to use as a tool, to
make yourself and others feel better.”(Elder from Repulse Bay)
the importance of thinking

“If I have terrible thoughts or negative thoughts, then
I won’t have a long life at all.” (Lucassie Nutaraaluk)
16

“The brain is very important because it controls
everything….The fact that you can change what is
on your mind, makes me believe that the brain is the
most important part of the body.” (Aalasi Joamie)
17

Our thoughts and beliefs about events, people, the past, the future, ourselves,
etc. have extremely important eﬀects on how we cope with and recover from
problems. Two diﬀerent people can be in a similar diﬃcult situation. One gets
through it and manages to carry on well; the other falls apart and cannot pull
him/herself back on track. Often, those two diﬀerent reactions are based on
their thoughts and interpretations about the experience and themselves.
Two Elders from Repulse Bay give excellent examples of how the way you
interpret a situation can aﬀect your feelings and behaviour. One talks about
being unsuccessful on a hunt. He might have interpreted his poor hunting to
mean, “I’m not a good hunter”. However, his mother helped him think about
the situation from a diﬀerent angle:

16. Saladin d’Anglure, 2001.
17. Therrien and Laugrand, 2001.

“My father noticed the frozen hands and said, ‘Your
hands are frozen but the rest of your body is functioning very well. If you lose your hands, you can
still function well without them.’ ”
The way people usually “interpret or explain events in their lives—their cognitive style—importantly aﬀects their vulnerability to depression” (Abramson
et al., 2000, p. 75). Research has shown that resilient people are able to believe
that a problem can be solved or that things are not as bad as they seem.
They are able to:
• Remember and focus on some of the positive things in their lives even
when things go wrong.
• Find positive interpretations even in negative events.
• Think of rejection or failure as a learning experience.
• Find some humour in situations that go wrong.
• Focus more on the positives of the present and the possibilities of the
future, rather than the negative or painful experiences of the past.
• Look for and ﬁnd positives in other people, rather than focusing on
negative behaviours or unlikable qualities.
• Understand that they and others may have bad days, but bad days do
not last forever.
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Another Elder tells of a dangerous situation in which his hands were badly
frozen while hunting. Although it would have been understandable to feel
depressed and hopeless at the thought of losing his hands, his father helped
him see that it was not the end of the world:
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“If I went out hunting and came back empty-handed,
my mother would say ‘Don’t be discouraged, when a
creature is ready to give himself up to you it will happen, they will do it.’ This really helped me not give
up and to go back out often.”
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“Try to see things brighter and go forward more.”
(Elder from Kangiqsualujjuaq)

“I tell them try to leave it in the past, try to forget
about it and move forward in life.” (Elder from Repulse Bay)
“Life is short and they have to try to make up
their minds to find things to do and be happy.”
(Elder from Tuktoyaktuk)

“Each day is different, things aren’t always the same….
Maybe the next day happy things will be happening.”

W H AT T H E E V I D E N C E S H O W S

(Elder from Hopedale)
Much research around the world (Park, 2004) shows that a crucial factor in
mental health is the ability to see positives even in negative events, to “look
for the bright side” (Emile Imaruittuq)18 as Elders stress.

“Try to remember the good things about people; they
are not all bad. There are many things about them that
we can see and we can like. We should not be against
them for small things but try to get closer to them.”
(Elder from Hopedale)

18. Oosten, Laugrand and Rasing, 1999.

Self-esteem has a strong inﬂuence. Self-esteem refers to the way we think
about ourselves. People with good self-esteem see themselves as usually
being capable, worthwhile and loveable. Even when they have experiences
in which they are not liked, or do not accomplish what they want to do,
they are able to look at these situations as temporary. They do not think this
means they are bad or stupid or worthless. Instead, they can still believe that
next time things will be better because they know they are usually competent and likeable. People with positive self-esteem are therefore more capable
of recovering from rejection, failure, etc. Self-esteem “kindles further success.
Tasks ﬂow more seamlessly, troubles bounce oﬀ, and [others] seem more
receptive” (Seligman, 1995, p. 33).
An important foundation for resiliency is to remember and recognize our
strengths. Many times when people are in a very diﬃcult situation, they forget that they have solved and survived many diﬃcult situations in the past.
Sometimes people believe they have no strengths at all, especially if their lives
have been troubled for a long time. Yet all of us have inner strengths and
abilities. Those who have had the most damaging and painful backgrounds
may in fact have exceptional strengths. They have, after all, survived pain, grief,
distress, lack of caring, etc. The strengths they have developed in one situation can be pulled up to help them get through another type of situation.
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(Elder from Tuktoyaktuk)
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“When I lost my 14-year-old grandchild, I thought I
would never smile again. Then I started thinking—
he let me have him for 14 years. I had my brother
for over 30 years. Those are the things I should be
thankful for, having them that long. I started to think
about changing my mind and smile and pray. I am
happy to be here with my friends and relatives now.”
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“People have different strengths….Some have a lot of
strength and faith in themselves, and others have no
strength in themselves and look at their problems as
the end of the world….For example, some people have
a lot of strength dealing with bad weather or when they
are out hunting or stuck with nothing to survive with.
You could use what strength they have [in those situations] and measure with that one, if there are family
problems or any other kind. Their strength could be
measured with how they deal with it and how much
they can handle.” (Elder from Repulse Bay)
The ability to think and learn is a factor in resilience.19 Thinking and learning
includes the following abilities:
• To understand oneself and others—what we are like, what we need, why
we act and feel certain ways in various situations, etc.
• To analyze situations—what is happening, why it is happening, what is
needed, what could be done, etc.
• To predict possible consequences—“what might happen if …”
• To plan ahead—“This is what I can do if…” or “Next time, I’ll…”, etc.
• To ﬁgure out problem-solving methods—“What’s the best way…” or
“That didn’t work. I’ll try this instead…”

“After I lost my husband, I turned to alcohol and did
not eat and did not stop for seven or eight months.
One night I had a beer, and looking at it and couldn’t

19 Learning and thinking disabilities make it more likely that a person will have more diﬃculties
coping when problems arise.

(Elder from Repulse Bay)
A person who is able to think about and learn from diﬀerent experiences will
be more able to set and reach goals. S/he will develop conﬁdence and skills,
and be more able to make changes when necessary.
It is important to remember that sometimes people can learn to believe they
are helpless. If they are repeatedly in circumstances where nothing they do
seems to work, or where they can’t escape from a bad or painful situation,
they may eventually begin to think that it is no use trying anything. They
may give up and be convinced that nothing can be changed. But they can
also be helped to learn that they are not helpless.
The way a person thinks about events and themselves is an especially important factor in young people. Many studies have shown that rates of depression
and hopelessness may increase (sometimes greatly) in teenagers and youth.
However, studies have also shown that although depression rates may increase, those youth who have an optimistic way of looking at negative events
are more protected—they do not feel completely hopeless, even though
they may be feeling depression (Abramson et al., 2000).
Elders understood that our mind and thoughts are important in the way we
feel and cope. If we can change the way we think about the situation, we can
often change our negative emotions and behaviours, and cope better.
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“Young people are not aware that drugs destroy your
ability to think. I stay with my kids and they tell me
they are not happy and if I say the right words they
get away from their depression very quickly.”
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touch it, saying ‘What am I doing here? Why am I
drinking?’….I went home and thought about it and next
morning I decided I needed help.” (Elder from Hopedale)
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“The mind is very powerful in its control over us.”
(Elisapee Ootoova)20

“Yes, it is very hard for a person [to be talked about
and criticized]. It causes one to be depressed. Then I
thought, if they want to say this about me, let them.
I didn’t let it bother me anymore.” (Victor Tungilik)
21

W H AT T H E E V I D E N C E S H O W S
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20. Oosten and Laugrand, 1999.
21. Oosten and Laugrand, 1999.
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how resilience
can be developed
Although resilience is partly a result of personal characteristics and partly a
result of our experiences in the world, we are not victims of genetics or environment. We can teach our children and others to become more resilient.
We can change our personal reactions to problems, and we can overcome
the negative eﬀects of environment. Too often we believe, for example, that
someone who has had a terrible childhood, or other traumatic experiences,
is permanently hurt and will always have emotional or coping problems. The
person may believe that about him/ herself too. However, we can learn to
act, react and think in ways that will make it easier to overcome diﬃculties
and carry on positively in our lives. Parents, teachers, community, and helpers
can use and teach strategies that encourage the development of resilience.
There are two important points to remember. First, even people who are
normally resilient may not be able to cope all the time and in every situation.
Those who have deeply distressing backgrounds may have to try especially
hard at times. “Resilience ebbs and ﬂows. All survivors have vulnerable times,
and none escapes the past totally unharmed” (Wolin and Wolin, 1993, p. 62).
However, they can be helped to remember and use the strengths they have
had in previous situations. Secondly, people do not necessarily use the
strengths and resources they have available, even when they could. For
example, Dumont and Provost (1999) found that young people, especially
those who were at risk, did not necessarily use social support resources or
ask for help even when they knew it was available. It may therefore be necessary to reach out to encourage and support even if a person does not ask.
The more times a person is able to cope successfully and carry on in a positive
way, the easier and more natural it will become.
There are many things that parents, teachers, mentors, and professionals can
do to encourage the development of resilience. The next section gives some
examples of strategies that help develop resilient coping skills.

foster a sense of self-worth and competence
Two major factors lead to self-esteem and a sense of competence:
• We feel we are valued by others.
• We are able to achieve goals that we want to accomplish.

“There were no pencils. I’d never seen a pencil. I’d
never seen anything to write on….[O]ur parents
started reading to us children and we got the desire
to learn to write. We tried to do better than our fellow children. We would practice writing on the frost
in the winter… go where there was fresh-fallen snow
and write on it.” (Rachel Uyarasuk)
22

Parents, teachers, friends, and important others can model, teach and provide
opportunities for the experiences that enable self-esteem and competence:
DEMONSTRATE LIKING, LOVE AND CARING THROUGH MEANINGFUL WORDS AND ACTIONS:

• Pay attention to what they say and do.
• Notice and acknowledge when they do something that shows skill, humour,
co-operation, kindness, eﬀort and so on.
• Tell them you like them and are happy to be their friend/parent/
teacher/aunt, etc.

22. Oosten and Laugrand, 1999.
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“Feelings of self-esteem in particular, and happiness in general,
develop as side-effects—of mastering challenges, working successfully, overcoming frustration and boredom, and winning. The feeling
of self-esteem is a by-product of doing well” (Seligman, 1995, p.33).
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There are many self-esteem development programs that focus on activities
like telling oneself every day that “I am a loveable and capable person.” However, no self-esteem activity will work by itself unless the person has evidence
that s/he in fact is loveable and capable. We only develop positive self-esteem
when we are able to do things, including being able to be a likeable person.
The achievements that create a sense of self-worth and competence give us
more control and ownership over our lives.
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• Tell them why you like them—for example, because they are funny, helpful, curious, help you learn new things, always try hard, etc.—at the time
when they are actually being/doing what you like about them.
• Spend time together doing enjoyable things.
• Talk with and listen to them, without criticising what they tell you.
• Set consistent rules and limits but discipline with love and understanding.
• Reach out when they seem troubled or frustrated.

“Tell them they are important. Let them know you
care about them….Let them know they are safe and
in a good place to let it out. Then really listen to them.”
(Elder from Hopedale)
EMPHASIZE MEANINGFUL LEARNING AND ACCOMPLISHMENT:

• Give appropriate learning tasks that are a challenge and require eﬀort.
• Praise eﬀort but also expect achievement.
• Give learning tasks that will develop the skills that will enable them to
participate meaningfully in the world.
• Let them know by words and actions that you believe they can accomplish
the task.
• Encourage persistence, which is the ability to stick with something rather
than giving up.
• Teach how to set realistic goals.
• Provide opportunities for responsibility (for example, chores for children),
expect responsible behaviour, and recognize/acknowledge when a person
has been responsible.
• Be a role model of responsibility, optimism and problem-solving.
• Emphasize and value education and learning.
• Demonstrate and emphasize that we learn from mistakes: analyze what
went wrong and what could be done diﬀerently next time.

TEACH MORAL QUALITIES LIKE EMPATHY, COMPASSION, RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
WELLBEING OF OTHERS, AND THE JOYS OF POSITIVE SOCIAL INVOLVEMENT:

• Encourage sharing—possessions, knowledge, time, skills, etc.
• Provide and encourage opportunities for volunteering—for example, shopping for Elders or doing peer counselling with other students at school.
• Promote participation in community activities.
• Encourage participation in community decision-making.
• Discuss, demonstrate by example, and give opportunities for practicing
moral character qualities: What is patience/compassion/etc.? Why is it
important? What can you do to show it?24

“When they help other people, they become good people
and live a better life themselves.” (Elder from Tuktoyaktuk)
MODEL AND TEACH SOCIAL SKILLS AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Listening well—nonjudgmental, showing attention, showing understanding.
Solving disagreements and conﬂicts.
Expressing opinions, feelings and needs appropriately.
Expressing anger appropriately.
Being empathetic—sensitive to other people’s feelings.
Encourage a sense of humour.

23. Briggs, 2000.
24. Popov, Popov and Kavelin (1995) have developed a handbook of activities that parents can
do with their children to teach the moral behaviour that is valued in every culture and religion.
The activities help children think about and practice 52 virtues such as compassion, enthusiasm,
generosity, patience, responsibility, and so on. The activities are concrete: children will be able to
have real-life signs of success.
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“If we see our children not doing well at school…
what we should be looking for is any improvement.
We should tell them, ‘Please keep on learning. If you
persist, your grades will get better.’ If they hear that,
then they will start believing they are good and can
do it.” (Uqsuraalik Ottokie)
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“Tell them to treat each other well; then they will not
have too many problems with others. Let them see
you treating them well and they will treat others that
way too. If they see older people doing the right things
about problems they will see how it is done correctly.”
(Elder from Hopedale)

“If you don’t say something to them, then you will just
not have expressed your thoughts….When we Inuit
have someone we love, and we find their actions inappropriate, we need to tell them this. If we don’t say
something to them, that’s not really love….If they got
angry and thought they were being scolded, then you
wondered how you could tell them in a better way.”
(Rachel Uyarasuk) 25
TEACH AND DEMONSTRATE DECISIONMAKING AND PROBLEMSOLVING:

• Allow people, even children, to solve their own problems whenever
it is appropriate, and praise or acknowledge it when they do it well.
• Provide choices, suggestions, ideas and strategies when necessary.
• Teach and provide opportunities for critical thinking skills and creativity.

“When someone is very depressed, to reach them is
to be very open and kind to that person. As you go

25. Oosten and Laugrand, 1999.

“You have to praise any accomplishments….That is
what is going to lead him through life, what he hears
about himself.” (Alasi Joamie)
26

26. Therrien and Laugrand, 2001.
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HELP THE OTHER PERSON RECOGNIZE HIS/HER OWN STRENGTHS:

• What problems have they solved or overcome?
• What did they do to cope?
• What positive things did they learn about themselves, about that
kind of situation, etc.?
• How could they adapt that strength and skill to a new situation?
• Recognize and identify the strengths that you see in the person: ‘I was
watching you try to ﬁgure out how to do that. I’m so impressed that
you didn’t give up.’
• What is special about them?
• Try to view even negative behaviours from a diﬀerent angle, as strengths.
For example, a child who has a behaviour problem—aggressive, unwilling
to follow rules, etc.—can be seen to be saying, ‘I need attention. I matter.
There are things I need.’ These children have not yet become helpless or
hopeless. They are trying, in the only way they know, to change their environment so they can get what they need:
– help the person understand the positives they get from the negative
behaviour.
– help them develop more constructive ways to get the same beneﬁts.
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along, they will start to realize what decision they
have to make and we can help them. You have to support them and cannot come to a decision [yourself];
you help them and let them talk and as time goes on
the decision comes up and they can come to a decision
with our support.” (Elder from Kangiqsualujjuaq)
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teach constructive thought patterns
THOUGHTS, EMOTIONS AND BEHAVIOUR ARE CONNECTED

• Discuss how thoughts about a situation can lead to certain emotional and
behavioural consequences. For example, if a person has a ﬁght with a
friend, s/he may think, ‘Mary was nasty to me on purpose.’ This could result in anger and doing things to get back at the friend, which will make
the situation worse. If the belief is, ‘Nobody likes me; I’ll never have a good
friend,’ the consequence could be sadness and withdrawal. However, if the
thought is, ‘Well, she was in a bad mood. That’s OK; we’ll make up,’ the result will be that you still feel good about her and yourself, and will do
something to repair the friendship.
• Emphasize possible positives; look for the ‘bright side’: What did you learn?
What good might come out of this?
• Help the person analyze their beliefs about a problem and develop a more
realistic or positive way of looking at it.

“Try and see what the problem is doing to the person, whether or not they can think straight. Try to
share some of what you went through and how you
did it.” (Elder from Hopedale)
“What I was seeing about some young people—they
see their problems as too big. It is important to tell
them, ‘it is not as big as you think. It can be fixed.’ I
know that; I have been through it and can help you.”
(Elder from Tuktoyaktuk)

NEGATIVE SITUATIONS AND FEELINGS ARE TEMPORARY:

• Discuss past situations that seemed hopeless or too diﬃcult, but which
they now feel OK about.
• Talk about how they were able to handle it, and why it doesn’t bother
them anymore.
• Encourage them to develop ‘This is temporary’ thoughts when they run
into problems.

“Get youth to see that tomorrow or the future may
be quite different from today. Talk to them about
things changing. Let them know that what they are
going through today won’t always be the way things
are. It is very important to teach them this because
sometimes their young minds cannot think ahead and
know this about the future.” (Elder from Hopedale)
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“Take the time to show them how to live better, how to
think differently to have a better life.” (Elder from Tuktoyaktuk)
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“I do get angry too, so am aware of it. If you just
leave it alone, don’t even think about it, it usually
goes. When it goes, I try to analyze how I got angry,
what could have happened or not happened. Once you
are over it, because you can’t hold in anger forever,
it helps trying to look back on it.” (Elder from Repulse Bay)
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SENSE OF CONTROL AND BELIEF IN THE ABILITY TO INFLUENCE EVENTS:

• Provide activities where the person is able to control the outcome; discuss
what they did to produce that outcome; relate to other possible situations.
• Encourage a focus on the present and future, rather than on the negatives
of the past, which cannot be changed. What do they want for the future?
What can they do, starting today, to make that future happen?

“You have to force yourself to look ahead to the light
to see a better future.” (Elder from Kangiqsualujjuaq)
“If you keep complaining and thinking about the one
who broke your heart or what that person did to break
it, you will always be heartbroken. But when you decide
that you will no longer think about it, it will become
the past and no longer bother your future.” (John Aglukark)

27
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ACCEPTANCE OF THINGS THAT CANNOT BE CHANGED:

“The best advice to give myself—he is not going to
return anymore and to accept that he is gone.”
(Elder from Repulse Bay)

spiritual connections
Provide opportunities that feed the spirit. For some people, church and prayer
are seen as the primary spiritual activities. However, there are many other activities that provide spiritual nourishment, emotional peace, and opportunities
to practice and think about spiritual qualities like love, kindness, gratitude,
sharing, and connectedness to the world. Examples of things that can provide
spiritual nourishment include going out on the land, helping others and
reading spiritual material.
27. National Inuit Youth Council, 2006, p. 66.

“So I supported myself through asking God for help.”
(Elder from Kangiqsualujjuaq)

“If you are at home being depressed and unhappy
there is a place you could go—outside; that is the
best place to take away bad things from your mind.
Even seeing little animals outside, it helps your mind.”
(Elder from Kaniqsualujjuaq)

a note about youth
There is strong evidence that moral qualities such as hope, kindness, social intelligence, responsibility, and self-control protect youth against mental wellness
problems (Peterson and Seligman, 2004).Evidence also shows that these character qualities actively help youth thrive and grow increasingly mentally healthy.
Park (2004, p. 50) says that rather than focusing on speciﬁc problems, “[the]
goal of positive youth development should be not merely surviving in the
face of adversity but actually growing throughout life.”
Although these character qualities are strongest when they are taught from
early childhood, they can be built and strengthened even in youth who have
not had much guidance in early life. Programs for youth should build holistic
character strengths, rather than just focus on ﬁxing or preventing speciﬁc
problems. Programs that develop compassion, responsibility, self-control and
other moral qualities will help prevent speciﬁc problems. More importantly,
however, they will also build holistically “moral, healthy and happy people

28. Therrien and Laugrand, 1999.
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(Tipuula Atagutsiak)28
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“If you cannot find a person to talk to, you can always
turn to God for He is forever listening to us.”
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who can overcome challenges in life and enjoy the good life” (Park, 2004).
Good parenting, eﬀective schooling, a variety of youth development programs,
and healthy communities all contribute to this holistic wellness.

“The child that had been disciplined tended to be a better
person. They have been working on their character
since childhood.” (Rachel Uyarasuk)
29

examples of specific situations
AT SCHOOL

Research shows that school “has become one of the most important settings
for health promotion and preventive interventions among children and youth”
(World Health Organization, 2004, p.30). The World Health Organization and
other researchers say that school-based strategies at all grade levels have been
shown to improve such protective factors as school achievement, problemsolving skills, and social skills, and to decrease depression, anxiety, aggression,
substance abuse, etc.
Topping, Holmes and Bremner (2006) and the World Health Organization
have reviewed many international school-based programs that focus on
helping students develop the social skills, problem-solving skills, and belief
in their own ability that are factors in resilience. Although more research is
needed, the following strategies have been shown to be eﬀective with at
least some students:
• Holistic programs that develop a variety of skills and use a variety of strategies.
• A holistic focus on building a positive school climate (respect, responsibility, high expectations, achievement, etc.).
• Programs that develop new thinking patterns and improved thinking skills
as well as strategies for managing own behaviour (for example, developing
a plan for what you’ll do when angry).
• Peer programs, in which students help other students (tutoring, support,
conﬂict-solving training, etc.)—peer programs have beneﬁts for both the
one who is helped and the helper.

29. Oosten and Laugrand, 1999.

IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM

A U.S. program for young male oﬀenders (Vasquez, 2000) builds in the
following activities:
• An opportunity for each youth to write his life story—this gives them a
chance to think about themselves, their backgrounds and how they got
to this point in their lives.
• Discussion of strengths and values that are important to resilience—each
youth then identiﬁes his own strengths and achievements in these areas.
• A ‘challenge’ approach, rather than a ‘damage’ approach: that is, rather than
focusing on what has been wrong in their backgrounds, youth emphasize
the strengths, resources and potential which they have developed even in
diﬃcult situations.
• A ‘forgiveness’ workshop that focuses on inner healing.
• Rewriting their life stories from a diﬀerent angle, this time focusing on their
strengths, positive decisions, what they have learned in their lives that will
help them get on positive paths, etc.
• Emphasizing ‘survivor’s pride’—pride in the fact that they have survived
diﬃculties and painful experiences, but have developed many strengths
which make it possible for them to overcome problems.
Although evaluation of the results is still in progress, early feedback from
participants shows that this program does seem to be having a positive
eﬀect on many of the youth.
The Tupiq Program (Hamilton, 2006) at Fenbrook Correctional Centre in
Gravenhurst, Ontario has been developed for Inuit inmates, and is based on
the traditional Inuit values of coping, responsibility and adaptability. Its primary purpose is to develop the skills, understanding, attitudes, and supports
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An individual teacher’s attitude and behaviour, however, can have the greatest impact on students. Teachers help students develop resilience when they:
• Build strong caring relationships with each student.
• Have appropriate but high expectations for behaviour and achievement
for each student.
• Actively model optimism, belief in ability and constructive problem-solving.
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• Social skills training such as communication skills, managing anger, making
friends, etc. These strategies are most eﬀective when students are given a
demonstration, taught speciﬁc step-by-step skills, and given opportunities
to practice the skills.
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that will help the men resume life in their communities without violence and
abuse. The program develops elements of resilience that will enable the men
to cope more positively with diﬃculties and challenges:
• Changing thoughts and thinking patterns.
• Social values and pro-social skills.
• Management of emotions.
• Personal responsibility.
• Problem-solving strategies.
• Development of an individualized community support system.
NUNAVUT EMBRACE LIFE COUNCIL

The Nunavut Embrace Life Council30 was set up to combat the high youth suicide rates in Nunavut communities. Council members include representatives
from the RCMP, community volunteer organizations, government, Regional
Inuit Organizations, education, youth organizations, and churches. The
Council is based on the belief that eﬀective suicide prevention must concentrate holistically on enhancing life, rather than on the narrower focus of preventing death. Individuals, family and communities must learn and use the
skills, attitudes and activities that make it possible for youth to cope with
diﬃculties and build a positive life.
The Council does not provide services and programs directly. Instead, they
provide training, ideas, resources, and information to communities and groups.
Communities can then set up services and programs appropriate to their
own needs.
To help communities develop programs that build the necessary resilience
skills and attitudes, the Council provides:
• Brochures on coping skills for youth.
• Information about good parenting skills.
• Workshops on how to use drama therapy to encourage communication
and build skills.
• Ideas for ways in which adults and the community can connect with youth.
• Ideas for involving youth.
• Information about other organizations and materials that focus on wellness and resilience.
They also provide information and training for community organizations
about how to get funds, etc. for training, programs and resources.

30. For detailed information, contact Nunavut Embrace Life Council at (867) 975-3233.

Dell, Dell and Hopkins (2005) describe the importance of holistic moral character building in the National Native Youth Solvent Addiction treatment
programs. The treatment services also emphasize the importance of community supports, especially for the many solvent abusers whose families do not
or cannot provide direction and support.
In the programs, youth build resiliency by building their spirit, through learning
and practicing traditional values of “kindness, caring/sharing, honesty and
strength” (p. 8), and by participating in tradition-based rituals and activities
that express and foster these values.
In addition to strengthening inner resilience qualities, youth also learn to actively look for protective community supports in the school system, support
groups and from Elders. One of the treatment programs, White Buﬀalo, only
accepts a client if the community prepares an aftercare plan for the youth.
This plan is reviewed halfway through treatment to make sure it is still relevant
and that the community is committed. It clearly identiﬁes the elements of
support and who will be responsible for helping the youth come back into
the community.

what you can do for yourself
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• Get involved in helping others and doing things for the community.
• Identify your own strengths and talents and analyze how you can use
those strengths to solve a variety of problems.
• Actively build a system of supports for yourself; this includes spiritual
connections and activities.
• Learn to use humour to challenge your negative emotions and to lessen
tension between yourself and others.
• Be stubborn; keep trying.
• Change the way you think about a situation.31

31. Sometimes it is not easy to automatically change your thoughts. An example of how you
can change your thoughts about yourself, events and situations is shown in the work of
Katie Byron. She has developed a step-by-step method of changing negative thinking.
www.thework.com/ResourceIntroduction.asp
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• Reach out and build relationships with mentors and role models.
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“[When people were putting you down, saying bad
things] it seems like the world is small and you are
isolated….I used to try and cure myself by thinking,
‘They are not saying it to me,’ and that I have help from
God. I started to feel less heavy and that is how I
helped myself and didn’t need a lot of help from others.”
(Elder from Kangiqsualujjuaq)

“When I lost my 14-year-old grandchild, I thought I
would never smile again. Then I started thinking—
he let me have him for 14 years. I had my brother
for over 30 years. Those are the things I should be
thankful for, having them that long. I started to think
about changing my mind and smile and pray….I am
happy to be here with my friends and relatives now.”
(Elder from Tuktoyaktuk)
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discussion
There are many risk factors in Inuit communities today: alcohol abuse, family
violence, physical/sexual/emotional abuse, neglect, limited employment opportunities and income, learning disabilities (including those related to FASD),
low education levels, young parents with inadequate parenting skills and few
support systems, etc. However, the negative eﬀects of these risk possibilities can
often be overcome. Research across many cultures shows that many children
from even extremely diﬃcult environments can succeed at life despite the
most serious challenges (Werner and Smith, 2001; Masten, 1997; Grothberg,
1997; and others).
Resilience and coping grow when a person—child, youth or adult—is able to
build the following qualities into their lives (Wolin and Wolin, 1993):
• Insight: the ability to understand ourselves, other people, and the situation
we are in. For example, a child may learn to understand that his parents’
violent behaviour is the result of their own problems, not because the child
is ‘bad’. An adult woman who suﬀered sexual abuse in her childhood can
learn to understand how that experience has aﬀected her behaviour in the
present—and that she can choose to limit those negative eﬀects and focus
on more positive paths. A young man who has been in trouble with the
law can learn to understand how his personality and background may have
led to that—and how he can build on his strengths for a more positive future.
• Independence: the ability to make positive decisions and choose positive
paths, rather than being too inﬂuenced and aﬀected by other people and
negative environments.
• Relationships: the ability to make trusting and caring connections with
other people. If a positive relationship is not possible within the family, we
must look for mentors such as teachers, Elders, other relatives, and friends
who have built positive lives, etc.
• Initiative: the willingness to try doing things, even if it is hard. When we try
to accomplish something and succeed, it builds esteem, competence and
feelings of having control in life. Even if we don’t always reach our goals, we
can feel better because we tried, and learned from the eﬀort.
• Creativity: the ability to look at things in new ways. This includes the ability
to use even painful experiences as building blocks for a better future. For
example, an adult who experienced serious neglect in childhood may use
the understanding s/he has gained from his/her own experience to develop
community programs for youth. A child may write and illustrate a story
about how to cope with alcohol problems in the family.

Modern research has found these factors to be essential. Inuit Elders knew
these factors to be essential. Traditionally, Inuit have been a resilient people,
overcoming great environmental, emotional and social challenges. Over their
history, they learned the attitudes that were necessary for coping, and the
strategies that encouraged and enabled resilience in the next generations.
The changes of modern life have come to Inuit very recently. New ways of life
and new ideas, and cultural losses, have created new problems. Adjustment
and adaptation to sudden drastic change is not easy. The traditional attitudes
and strategies that built resilience, however, apply to today’s life challenges as
well. The basic human problems and goals are the same—coping with loss,
rejection, trauma or failure, having good relationships, being able to take care
of oneself and family, etc.—even though the details and context are diﬀerent.
There are many people in every community who have undergone diﬃculties
and tragedies, yet remain optimistic about the future and live positive lives.
Elders have much to teach about how to overcome challenges and ﬁnd ways
to be positive and joyful. It is important that they have opportunities to share
their knowledge of coping skills. In Kangiqsualujjuaq, for example, high-school
students videotaped a suicide prevention meeting where Elders discussed
their experiences of challenges and strategies for coping.
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We are better able to build these resilience qualities into ourselves and our
lives when families or other caring individuals, teachers, and community
members enable the main protective factors that have a positive inﬂuence
on the ability to cope:
• Relationships that provide ongoing and nonjudgmental support, listening,
belief, kindness, and caring.
• High expectations that demonstrate belief in the person’s ability, and
encourage eﬀort and achievement.
• Opportunities to learn skills and knowledge that provide a sense of selfworth and personal competence, and make it possible to be a productive
member of society.
• Opportunities to participate in positive activities and to do things that
contribute to the well-being of others and the community.
• Development of the thought patterns that enable coping.
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• Humour: the ability to laugh at ourselves and to ﬁnd humour in situations
even when there are problems.
• Morality: developing a sense of what is good and right, and a sense of
being a good person, even when there may be ‘badness’ around us.
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Traditional activities teach and strengthen skills that can enhance self-esteem
and contribute to personal and community wellness. But more importantly,
they also teach many of the emotional and thinking patterns that are important
in resilience. Hunting, for example, requires patience, determination, conﬁdence,
and the ability to cope with diﬃcult environmental challenges. If you are unsuccessful, you must also cope with that failure without losing conﬁdence
and hope.
Younger adults, youth and even children can also be important role models
of resilience. There are many people who have experienced family dysfunction, abuse of various kinds, and other traumas, but have nevertheless been
able to overcome these challenges. For example, an Inuk from Nunavut
explains about a traditional practice that has aﬀected some abandoned or
orphaned children , iliijait, in communities:

“These children are essentially slaves within a family or group.
This is a traditional practice that is still present. These children
end up either having to fend for themselves or eat leftovers and wear
the same clothes until they are worn out… People will rarely— if
ever—raise the subject for fear of causing trouble. How do these
children ‘cope and become resilient’ …?” (Personal communication)
Yet at least some of these children have grown up to have productive positive lives. They have lessons to teach us about resilience.
Young people from Fort Good Hope in the NWT, who experienced a tragic
loss of friends in an accident, speak of the things that helped them move on:

“What has helped me is to receive the support of my parents,
grandparents, big brother, older sister and friends; to know that
I am not alone, even when I am feeling sad and lonely….
It is helpful to carry on with regular life. Doing homework helps
me. It also helps to pat my dog, hang out with friends, watch TV,
clean up around the house, eat, sleep, sit on the pot, listen to music,
hug mom and play catch with dad….

In the past, resilience was the crucial strength for life in a diﬃcult environment.
It is as essential today. With the knowledge of Elders, family support and good
parenting, community supports, and understanding of what builds resilience,
Inuit will continue to overcome challenges.

“I realized that a person didn’t always live a life of
constant joy. Even when you are growing up, there
are things that don’t make you happy but you have to
continue on….No one is spared grief….As we are all
different, we experience things differently….We are
all going to go through different experiences here on
earth. There are things that are easier and harder to
handle. Some things will trouble your mind; other
things are joyous and will make you happy….Some
32. Garchinski, in News North, Dec. 4, 2006.
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Playing sports helps me to move the energy that seems to be stuck
in my body. I play hockey, snowboard, slide down the hill, snowball
fight, play games outside and skate.”32
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Getting out on the land has also helped. I like to go hunting, fishing,
snowmobiling, driving my quad and boating. When I am picking
berries, cleaning a fish or skinning a caribou, I am keeping busy
in a good way but I also have time to think about stuff….It gives
me a chance to think about what happened and sort through my
thoughts and feelings. Even though this is hard to do, I feel better
afterwards. It sure is a lot better than ignoring it. When I ignore
it, I get angry. I would rather be happy than sad and angry….
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people and things will cause you to wonder. Other
things you just have to accept. We have to protect
our own person, our own self, all the time. We have
to be aware of our own abilities and know when to
participate in what is happening. We also need to
know when to hold ourselves back from some activities....There are days that are easier and some that
are harder. Even when the day seems hard, you still
have to get through it. If you have things that trouble
you, you have to talk about them because that is the
only way you will feel better….It has to be someone
that you are comfortable enough with to know that
you can talk openly….You have to search and find
someone who can help you release your feelings without judging you.” (Cornelius Nutaraq)
33

33. Oosten and Laugrand, 2001. pp.165-166.
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